ChordBender, Inc.
Manual - Basics
To Lock the Whammy Bar, just swing it out of your way until
it slides into the lock. It is unlocked otherwise. Illustration
on page 8.
Half-Step (One Fret) Stop Tab guarantees perfect bends when
the Tab near the saddles is pushed toward the saddles. Push
the Tab away from the saddles to make more dramatic bends.
Tuning: lock whammy bar, retune (up from flat), and then
unlock the Whammy Bar. If tuning changes after unlocking,
use the Spring Adjuster Knob next to the strap holder at the
end of the body to correct all strings at once.
Before putting the guitar back in its case, the Whammy Bar
MUST be up next to the strings and the Half-Step Stop Tab
MUST be retracted (away from the Saddles). Otherwise the
arm could bend when you try to close the case.
If you like the .009” Bullet all-nickel strings (Fender 3150L)
and keep using them you should never need to make a major
adjustment to the whammy.
When replacing strings find the Teflon™ tubes that the old
strings went through and put the new strings through them.
These keep each string from rubbing on its Whammy Cam
(extends string life, adds to creamy smooth tones available,
and helps guitar stay in tune).
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Introduction
We thank you for choosing a ChordBender guitar and hope it is your
favorite guitar for many years to come. It has several unique features.
Some of ChordBender’s Favorite Chords
The following love to be bent one fret’s worth (see immediately below):
E minor (022000), D major 7th (000222), A major 7th (002120), C69
(332233 – using the thumb for those fat-string 3s), A9 (00242X - X just
means do not play that string), F major 7th (133210), and G5 (320033).
Hit a pair of harmonics and bend those for a new sound; barely touching
a string just above the 12th fret, plucking, & immediately releasing the
finger on the string makes the most common harmonic. Depress the
Whammy Bar, hit D# (022XXX), and release the Whammy Bar for
kind of a glassy, classy “Jailhouse Rock” thing.
About the Half-Step Stop
The Half-Step Stop Tab is located between the A and D strings and the
Saddles and Whammy Cams. Slide it toward or away from the
Saddles by pushing the post in either direction. The Half-Step Stop Tab
is activated when it is toward the Saddles and deactivated when it is
away.
This feature allows you to use the Whammy Bar to accurately bend
single notes and chords by exactly one fret automatically. The HalfStep Stop Screw (under the half step stop) that limits rotation is
adjustable using a flat-bladed screwdriver. Using an electronic tuner,
tune all the strings (up from flat) and then lightly depress the Whammy
Bar until it stops and recheck the screw’s positioning.
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The bent notes should all be exactly one fret lower. If the notes are
sharp, turn the screw clockwise; if notes are flat, turn the screw
counterclockwise. You can also turn the One–Fret Stop Screw
clockwise to get a predictable pitch decrease of two frets or more.
If you press the whammy down to the stop before strumming, the
increase in pitch when you release the arm will also be a perfect bend –
see the ChordBender Intro video on ChordBender.com to hear how that
sounds musically.
Cautions
Guitar strings can break and injure eyes. Eyes should be kept away
from the areas at the ends of the strings and above the fingerboard,
especially while tuning. Protective eyewear should be used whenever
looking down the strings (from either end). The Yardbirds’ Keith Relf
died of electrocution while playing electric guitar; short circuits can
happen in amplifiers and travel though the cord - and you - so avoid
handling any electric guitar that is plugged in while you are barefooted
or in a wet environment, especially where 220-volt outlets are used
(amplifiers generally use 110-volts in the United States). Keep the
instrument away from children.
Adjusting the Whammy Bar’s positioning
Height Over Strings: to lower the Unlocked Arm turn the Spring
Adjuster Knob near the strap at the “bottom” of the body counterclockwise until the Whammy Bar is comfortable, swing the
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Whammy Bar out near the lock (but just outside it) and let go, turn the
lock counterclockwise until it is best aligned with the Whammy Bar,
swing the Whammy Bar into the lock, retune, release the Whammy
Bar, and use the Spring Adjuster Knob to bring the unit back into
proper tuning. To raise the Whammy Bar just switch the preceding
counterclockwise to clockwise.
Swing over strings or stop: to allow swinging over strings remove the
Whammy Bar Adjuster (the thing the Whammy Bar hits when
swinging back from the Lock) by removing its screw. To have the
Whammy Bar stop farther from the strings put the Whammy Bar
where you like it and adjust the Whammy Bar Adjuster by removing
its screw, raising it, and swinging it counterclockwise until it hits the
Whammy Bar, then screwing it back down.
String Replacement (Fender Bullets OK; ball-end strings wrong
diameter over Whammy Cams)
Use protective eyewear since strings can break and hit your eyes.
Simple replacement of one or all strings with 3150Ls: Put guitar on
flat surface face up (whammy cams could slip otherwise). See the
manual’s first page. Do 1 at a time starting with the thin E (it tends to
break more than the others). Each string loads easily if you hold the
Teflon™ tube a few inches from the bullet, push the bullet completely
through the round hole at the far end of the whammy, slide the string
toward the neck, slide the Teflon™ tube away from the saddles, and
push the other end through the tuner. Then with about a pencil’s
thickness of slack bend the string toward
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the center line of the headstock, under the string and then pull it
essentially back over the top of the string and tune it up. Keep them all a
bit flat at first if you are replacing more than 1 string since removal of
another string will raise the pitch of strings previously installed. Clip off
excess.
TIP: store the packaging from your guitar strings so that you can
remember what kind of strings you used.
General Maintenance / Misc.
Single coil pickup noise is a fact of life that is simply cured using a
Boss NS2 (available used) or using pickup selections 2 & 4
(humbucking even on SSS models).
Picks: try triangular with 1.75” sides (large) for better “reach.”
Wipe the instrument off with a soft cloth after each usage, including the
strings. Sweat and body oils are enemies of the finish. Use a good
polish.
Go to ChordBender.com’s advanced manual for tips on - Using alternate tunings
- Using a different type of string (use Fender Bullets 3150L, 3150M,
3150R, or 3250L)
- ChordMorphing (A Minor to G Major)
- Setup / revising specs: string height, intonation, etc.
- Lubrication
- Fine Tuning the ChordBending
- Re-oiling wood fingerboard (if unvarnished)
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Warranty for Serial Number______________
If you bought a new guitar directly from ChordBender your warranty
has been started automatically & you do not need to mail anything.
Otherwise, you must send 1) a copy of this page, 2) your name &
address, 3) and your receipt with the following information in the next
10 days to validate your warranty. Information sent more than 10 days
after your purchase date might void the warranty. Send info to ChordBender, Inc.
2635 River Road
Willoughby Hills, OH 44094
ChordBender warrants this instrument to have been delivered in good
condition (except to the extent the buyer purchased it knowing of a
blemish or defect). It can be returned to ChordBender at any time
within one year of purchase and any defect will be repaired, or the
instrument will be replaced at the option of ChordBender. The original
owner must 1) supply a copy of the dated receipt, 2) contact
ChordBender.com in advance for instructions outlining the problem,
and 3) ship it prepaid to ChordBender with the authorization number.
Damage due to misuse, accident, improper cleaning, or negligent care of
any other kind is not covered. This Warranty does not affect your legal
rights and does not cover a) consequential damages, b) repairs made
other than by ChordBender (or its agent), c) any unit lacking a proper
serial number. We retain the right to determine the cause of damage.
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